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Abstract

Inthis paper we introducethe comcept of semi -(f ,r')open sets in atopolog:c;

space together with its SO(X)(,y4- closure, semi - (y,y) - closure and SO(X\rra - intenc

operators and study &e relationship between them. Also we introduce semi -(y,y)- I

spaces (i = 0, 1 
I 2, l,Z) and study the topological properties on them.
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1. Introduction

Kasahara [1] unfled several unknown characterization ofcompact spac:

and H-closed spaces by introducting cretain operation on a topology. Based on thcs

operations Ogata [4] definedthe notion of y-open sets and introduced some separatl:

axioms. Umehara etat. [7] defined the notion of (y,,v)-open sets and introduced sc:'.

new separation axioms and investigated their relationships. Sai Sundara Knsl:..

etal [6] introduced the concept ofsemi-y-open sets by introducing certain operatr -:

on semi-open sets [3].
In this paper, in Section 2 rve introduce the concept of semi-(y,y)-o;.

sets and study some of its properties. Further we introduce the notion of semi-(7..'

closure. SO (X),rr,,-closure and SO (X)(yy,-interior operators and studythe relations:

between them.
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In Section 3, 4 we introduce the notion of semi-(y,y')-T spaces

(i = 0,112,1,2) and characterize them using the notion of semi-(y,y)-open or semi-

(y.y)-closed sets.

2. Semi-(y,y')-Open set

A subset S of a topological space X is called a semi open set if S is

contained in Cl (Int (S)). The set of all semi open subsets in X is denoted by So(x).
Definition 2.1 [6]: (i) Let (X,t) be a topological space and y be an

operation defined on so (X) Then a subset A of X is said to be a semi -y-open set if
for each xe A there exists a semi-open set U such that xeu and ulgA. The family of
all semi -y-open sets in (X,t) is denoted by SO(X)'.

(ii) Let (X,t) be a topological space, A be a subset of X and y be an

operation on SO(X) Then SO(X)r-cl (A) = n{F: A-cF,X - Fe SO(X),}
(iii) Let (X,t) be a topological space, A be a subset of X and y be an

operation on So(X). Then r. point xe X is in semi -y-ciosure of A if urnA+f for each

semi-open set u containing x. The semi -y-closure of a set A is denoted by scl, (A)
(iv) Let (X,t) be a topological space, A be a subset of X and y be an

operation on So(X). Then A is said to be semi -y-generalized closed if scl, (A) c U

rvhenever A c U and U is a semi -y-open set in (X,t). It is denoted by
semi -y-g.closed.

(v) Let (X,t) be a topological space and (yl-c)be a restriction map defined

on t. Then a subset A ofX is said to be (y/t)-open set iffor each xeA there exists an

open set U such that xeU and U'^ E A. The family of all (y/t)-open sets in (X,t) is
denoted by.,r^,.

Definition 2.2[6]: A topological space (X,t) is said to be a

(i) semi-y-To space, if for each distinct points x,ye X there exists semi-

open sets U suchthat either xe U and yeU'or ye U and xeu'.
(ii) semi-y-T1/ space if every semi-y-g.closed set of (X,t) is semi-y-closed.

(iii) semi-y-T1 space, if for each distinct points x,ye X there exists trvo
semi-open sets U and V containing x.l respectively such that yeUYand xeUY.

(iv) semi-y-T2 space, if for each distinct points, x,y of X there exists

+
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semi-open sets. U,V suchthatxe U, ye V and U'nV'= 0'

Definition 2. 3 :Let(X,r) be a topological space and y,y'are the operations

on SO(X). Tiren a subset A of X is said to be a semi-(y,y')-open..sret if for each xe A

there exist semi-open sets U and V containing s such that U'uV'cA' The family of

ail semi-(y,y')-open sets in (X,t) is denoted by SO(X),r,7,'

Example 2.4 :LetX: {a,b,c},t = {0,X,{a}, {b},{4b},{a, c}landy,y'are the operations

if b€.4

,Then the
if b€A

semi-(y,y')-open sets of (X,t) are {$,X,{a.b}, {a,c}}'
Theorem 2'5 : Let(X,t) be a topological space, A be a subset of X and

y,y' arethe operations defined on SO(X).

(i)Aissemi-(y,y)-opensetifandonlyAissemi-y-openandsemi-y-open.

(i0 If A is semi-(y,y')-open set, then A is semi-open'

(iii) If 4 is semi-(y,y')-open set for each ie J (the index set), then U e, is a

semi-(Y,/)-open set'

(iv) The following statements are equivalent'

(a) A is semi-(Y,y')-oPen set.

(b) A is semi-Y-oPen.

(c) A is (y,id)-semlopen where id: So(X) + P(x) is an iderrtity operation

such that is Ad = A for every Ae SO(X).

proof. (i) Given A is semi-(y,y')-open set. Let xeA. Then there exist semr-

open sets U and V containing x such that LI'u,Vl'cA. This implies that UYcA and

y''cA. Hence A is semi-"y-open and semi-y-open set (X't)'

conversely, Let xe A. Then it follou,s that there exits semi-open sets L'

and V containing x suchthat UTcA and V"cA. Therefore U'urV"cA. Hence A is

semi-(y,y')-open set.

(ii) Proof is straightforrvard from Remark 2'716) and (i)

(iii) Let ,.v, A,. Then xe A, for some ie J. Since each A, is a semi-(Y,y )-

open set, so there exist semi-open sets W and S containing x such that WY';Sr cA'

le ifbeA fcttat

defined on So(X) such that n' = 
ln,r, no, oond 

U' =\ 
,

I

)7
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This implies that WYuS' eY., A, Hence /, e it a semi-(y,y')-open set.

(iv) (a) if and onl-v if (b) is shorvn bl setti'rg in y = y' in 1i).

(b) if and only if (c) shoivn by DeFinitions.

Remark 2.6 . By Theorem 2.5(i) and Remark 2.7[61we have the foilowing

relations:

S0(X),,,7,: SO(X)y n SO(X)7 c SO(X).

Remark 2.7 : Let (X, t) be a topological space and'y,yt are the operations defined

on SO(X). lf A and B are semi -(y,y')-open sets in ((X, t) then A n B need not be

a semi-(y,y/)-open set in (X, t) .

In example 2.4, A, = {a,b} and B={a,c} are semi (y,y/)-open sets but

AnB={ai is not a semi-(v,y/)-open set in (X, T) 
.

Definition 2.8 : A space (X, t) is said to be semi-(y,y/)-regular if for each

xe: X and every semi-oper set U containing x there exist semi-open sets W and S

suchthat WY t-,S/c u.

Theorem 2.9 : Let(X, t)be a topological space and y,y/ are the operations

defined on SO(X). Then.

(i) (X, t) is serni-(y,y/)-regular if and only if SO(X),.,,r,,=SO(X) holds.

(ii) If (X, t) is semi-(y,y/)-regular if and onl5r if it is semi-y-regular and

semi-y'-

(iii) The follorving statements are equivalent

(a) (X, t) is semi-(y,y/)-regular.

(b) (X, t) is semi-y-regular.

(c) (X, t) is semi-(y,id)-regular.

Proof : (i) By the Remark 2.6 rve already have SO(X)(r.y4g SO(X). Now to prove

that SO(X)c SO(X).'..,,, Let Ae SO(X) and xe A. Then there exist semi-open

t***-
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sets W and S containing x such that Wvt-,Sv/c A. This implies that A is a semi-

(y,y/)-open set and so SO(X)g SO(X)(y,yD.

Convesely, Let x E X and U be a semi-open set containing X. Since U is

semi-(y,y/)-open sst, there exist a semi open sets W and S containing x such that

Wvr-,Sv/ g U. This implies that (X, t) is semi-(y,y/)-regular.

(ii) Proof is straightforward from Remark 2.6 and (i).

(iii) Since SO(X),r,r,= SO(X)r= SO(X)<y,ior g SO(X) holds, the equivalence s

are proved bV (i)

Theorern 2.10 : Let (X, t) be a topological space and y and y' are semi-

regular operations defined on so(X). If A and B are semi-(y,y')-open sets, ther

A n B is also semi-(y,y/)-open sets.

Proof : Let x e X An B. Then there exist semi-open set U,Y W, S such

that (Ulr-,Vr';n lWuS') g a n B. This implies that (UTnWY)u(VT/nSY')E

A n B. By semi-regularity of y and y/, thete exist semi-open sets E and F

containing x such that Ev E(Uvn\ilY) and FYlc(V"nST'). This implies thar

Ev vFl/c An B. Therefore A n B is semi-(y,y/)-open set'

Remark 2.71 : If y and y/ are semi-regular operations on so(X), ther

SO(X)rr,rr from a topologY on X.

Proof : Proof is straigh,tforward from the Theorem 2.11,2.5 (Iti).

Definition 2.12 : Let (X. t) be a topological space and T, T/ are tht

operations defined on SO(X). Then a subset F of X is said to be semi-(1,7 i

closed set if its complement X-F is semi-(y,y/)-open set"

Definition 2.13 : Let (X, t) be a topological space, A be subset of X and '1

y/ are the operations defined on SO(X). Then SO(X)<r,/> - cl (A) denotes th'

intersection of all semi-(y,y/)-closod set containing A.

That is SO(X)ry,r,r - cl(A) = n{F:A gF e SO(X),r,r,, }
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Remark 2.14 : Let (X, r) be a topological space and A and B are two subsets of X

(i) AcSO(X)1r.r,, - cl(A)

(ii) IfA c B the SO(X)r,r, - cl(A)cSo(X)rr,r,t - cl(B)

(ii| SO(X)(r,r, - cl(A) is a semi-(y,y') closed set containing A.

Proof : Proof of (i) and (ii) straightforward from the Definition 2. I 3 .

Proof of (iii) is straightforward from Definirion 2.13 and Theorem 2.5(iii).

Theorem 2.15 : Let (X, t) be a topological space, A be subset of X and y,
y' are the operations defined on SO(X). Then

(i) Forapointx e X, x e SO(X).r,r, - cl(A) if and onlyif VnA*$ for
every semi-(y,T)-open set V oontaming x.

(ii) A is semi-(y,y/)-closed if and only if SO(X)(1,,4 - cl(A)=A.

Proof : (i) Let Fo be the set of all y € X such that Vn A * $ for
ye SO(X),r,r,, and 1,e V. To prove the Theorem it is enough to prove that
Fo : SO(X). 

,r,> 
- cl(A). It is easy to see that X-Fo is a semi-(y,y')-open set and

Ag Fo.This means that SO(X),r,r, -cl(A)c Fo. Conversely, Let F be a set such

that As F and X - Fe SO(X),r,r,, . If x €F, then we have x e X-F and
(X-F)n 4:$. This means x €Fo, hence we have Foc F. Therefore
FoESO(X),r,,, - cl(A).

(ii) If A = SO(X),r,r,, - cl(A), then to prove that A is semi-(y,y')-closed. Let
x s X-A then x eSO(X)(,.,^ - ci(A) and so there exists a semi-(y,y/)-closed set F
containing A such that x €F. This implies that X - F is a semi(y,y/)-open set

containig x such that X - F g X-A. This is true for everv x6 X-A, hence X-A is

semi-(y,y/) -open set. Therefore A is semi-(y,y/) -clos ed.

Conversel1,, If A is semi-(y,y1)-closed, then from the Definition 2.13 it is
follows that A: SO(X)<r,ro - cl(A).

Definition 2.16 : Let (X, t) be a topological space, A be subset of X and y,
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yi arethe operations defined on SO(X). Then we define scl(r,r, as follows :

scl(y,rr) (A) ={xe X : (lJYt-,Vt n A* $, holds for every semi-open sets U and \

containing x).

Theorem 2.17 : Let (X, t) be a topological space, A be subset of X and 1

yl aretheoperations defined on SO(X). Then scl,r,r, (A) =scl, (A)t-isclr,(A) holds

where scl, (A),sclrr(A) are the semi-y-closure and semi-y'-closure of A respectivell

Froof : From the Definiti on 2.16 and Definiti ot 2.23 [6] it is shown tha

the following statements (a) - (e) are equivalent :

(a) x Escl,r,ro (A)

(b) There exists semi-open sets u and w containing x such tha

(LI1uWl')n A = 0.

(c) There exists a semi-open set U and W containing Urn A * $ an

W'ha=0
(d) xesclr(A) and xGsclr,(A).

(e) x# sclr(A) t-' sclr,(A).

Theorem 2.18 : Let (X,t) be a topological space, A be subset of X and y,y' are tl
operations on SO(X).

(i) A is semi-(y,/)-closed if and only of scl,r,7,(A) = A. (in the sense of Janokovi'

(ii) SO(X)(y,/i cl(A): A if and only if sclr,7,(A): A'

(iii) A is semi-(y,y')-open if and only if sc1,r,y,(X-A) = X-A'

Proof :(i) (Necessity) Itis enoughtopror'"ethat scl,r,7,(A) g A LetxGA' Then' i

complernent X-A is a semi-(y,y/)-open set containing x. This implies that there exr

semi-open sets U and W containing x such that UYvW"c X-A' ar

so (Lltu.,W")n A = $. This shorvs thatx 4scl rril@' Hence sci ,.,,n,(A) 
:A'

(Sufficiency) Let xe X-A. By assumption x€sc11r,1r,(A), there exists a sem

h
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open sot U and W containing x sucl1 that (tlu'\v1';'-' A = $' and so U'uW/c X-A'

This shorvs that X-A is semi-(y,y )-opcn set and so A is semi-(y,1')-closed set'

(ii) Proof is straightforu'ard from (i) and Theorem 2'15 (ii)

(iii) Proof is straightforu'ard from (i) Definition 2' 12'

Remark2.l9:Let(X,t)beatopologicalspace.ThenitfollowsfromTheorem

2.lit (1) that scl,r,r,,(A) = scl,(A) for every subset A of X'

Theorem2.20:Lot(X,t)beatopologicalspaceandAarrdBarethesubsetsof

X, Suppose y,y' are semi-regular operations on SO(X)' Then sclt','r',(AuB)

= sc1,r,7, (A)uscl,r,7,(B).

Froof:ProofisstraightforwardfromtheTheorem2.|7and'Theorem
2.30 (t6l).

Theorem2'21:Let(X't)beatopologicalspace.ThenforanysubsetAofX
the following properties hclds good :

(i) Asscl(A)cscl,r.r,,(A)c S O(X).r,r,,- cl(A)'

(ii) If (X,t) is sr:mi-(T,T')-regular then scl(A) = scl,r,r',(A) : SO(X),',,1',- cl(A)'

(iii) scl,r,r,,(A) is a semi-closed subset of (X,t)'

(rv) SO(X)(,,,,,- cl (sclr,r,,(A)) = So(x)(y,y,,- cl(A) = sclr,r',(SO(X)1r,r',- cl(A))'

Proof : (i) By Theorem 2'17 and Theorem 2'30(t6l) we have scl,r,r',(A) =

sc1^,(A)usc1.,,(A) = scl(A). It fbllorvs from the Definition 2.24161, Remark 2'26[6]

and Theorern 2.5 andDefinition 2.15 we have that sclr(A) c SO (X)r- cl(A) g SO

(X),^,,r,,- cl(A) and similarly scl7(A) c SO(X),r,r',- cl(A)' This shows that sclr,7,(A) c

SO(X),r,r,,-ci(A).

(ii) By Theorem 2.l9 (i0 rve have that SO(X),r.ri = SO(X) and hence scl,r','

,(A) = So(X)1r,',- cl(A). B-.,' using (i), we have scl(A) = scl,r,r',(A) = So(X),r,r,- cl(A)'

(iii) scl(scl,r., )(A)) 
: sc1(sclr(Alusclr,(A)) = scl(sclr(A))u''sc1(sclr'(A))
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= sclr(A)usc1r,(A) = scl,r,r,,(A).

(ir) By Remark 2.14 (11i) and Theorem 2.18 (ii) we have that SO(X)(,.,

- c1(A)gsc1,r,r,)(SO(X)(r,r,,- cl(A)). It follows from (i) and Remark 2'14 (ii) tht

scl,,,r1(A) c SO(X),r,r,,- c1((A))cSO(X)(y,y,)- cl(A)). By Remark 2'14 (l) and (ii

we have SO(x)(y,y,)- cl(sc1,r,r,,(A)) c SO(x),r,4- cl(A) c SO(X),r,r,,- c1(scl,r,r,,(A.

and hence SO(X)(,,T,)- cl(A) : SO(X)(r,l,)- cl(sc1,r,r,,(A)).

Definition 2.22 : Let (X,t) be a topological space and y be the operatio

on SO(X). Then for a subset A of X, So(X)r-interior of A is defined as union c

all semi-y-open set contained in A.

That is SO(X),- int(A) :u{G:Ge SO(X), and G c A}.

Theorem 2.23 :Let (X,t) be a topological space, A be a subset of X and

be an operation on SO(X). Then

(i) SO(X)'- int(A) is a semi-y-open set contained in A.

(ii) A is semi-y-open if and only SO(X)r-in1(A) = A.

Proof : Froof of (i) and (ii) follows from the Definition 2.4 and Theorer

2.r3 [6].

Theorem 2.24 : I-.et (X,t) be a topological spacy, y be an operation o

SO(X). Then for any subsets A and B of X the following are holds good.

(i) If A c B, then SO(X),- int(A)qSO(X)r- int(B)

(iii So(x)1- int(Au'B) = So(X)r- int(A)t'S0(X)r- int(B)"

(iii) If y is a semi-regular operations, then SO(X)r- int(AnB) = SO(Xt

int(A)nS O (X),- int(B).

Proof : Proof of (i) follows from the Definiti on 2 .22

Proof of (ii) follows from the Definition 2.22 and (i)
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Proof of (iii) follows from the Definition 2.22 and Theorem 2.20

Definition 2.25 :Let(X,t) be atopological space, Abe a subset of X and ^{,^{ ate

the operations on SO(X). Then SO(X)(I,/) - interior of A is defined as union of all

semi-(y,y')-open sets contained in A.

That is SO(X)(l,il- int(A) = u{G:Ge SO(X)<r,il and GcA}'

Theorem 2.26: Let (X,t) be atopological space, Abe a subset of X and

y,fur"the operations defined on SO(X). Then

(i) SO(X)(y7,- int(A) is a semi-(y,y';-op.tt sets contained in A'

(ii) A is semi-(y,y')-open if and only if SO(X),r,7,-int(A)=A

(iii) S O (X) (,,7, - int(A) = S O (X)y - int(A)nS O (X)r-int(A)'

Proof : Proof of (i) follows from the Defrniti on 2 '25 '

Proof of (ii) follows from the Definition 2'25 and (i)

Proof of (iii) follou's from the Definition 7.22,2.25 and Theorem 2'5(i)'

Remark Z.V7 : I-et (X,t) be a topoiogical space andy,f are the operations

on SO(X). Then from Theorem 2.26 andRemark 2.6 it follor,vs that for any subset

A of X the follorving relation holds good.

S O (X),,,r,-irt(A) c S O (X).,-int (A)csint(A)cA

3. Semi-y,/-g.closed and Serni-y,\' -T,,rspaces

Definition 3. i : Let (X.t) be a topologicai space and y.y' are the operations

on t. Then a subset A of X is said to be semi-(Y,Y)-generalized closed set if

scl. .(A) c U whenever A c U and U is semi-(y,y')-open set. It is denoted b1
(l,]',r '

semi-(y.y )-g.closed.

Remark 3.2 : Let (X,t) be a topological space and y,l are the operations

on SO(X). Then a subset A of X is semi-(y,y)-g.closed if and onl-v if A is
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..,,11i-y-g.closed and semi-y'-g' closed'

Proof:ProoffoliowsfromtheTheorem2'5(i)andTheorem2'l7and
Definrtion 3.4[6].

Theorem 3.3 : Let(X,t) be a topoiogical space' A be a subset of X and y"1

are the operations on so(X). Then A is semi-(y,/)-g.closed if and only if A '^

SO(X),r,7,-c1({"}) * $ for every xescl,r,O(A)'

Proof:(Necessity)'supposethatthereexistapointxescln'l,(A)suchthat

A n SO(X),r,21-c1({x}) *$' LetV = (X-SO(X),r,7,-c1({x}))' Then V is semi-(v'v)'

open set suchthat Acv. since A is semi-(y'y)-t'closed' irnplies that scltt-r'(A)c!

Hence xe scl,r,7,(A). This is a contradiction. Hence AnSO(X),r,7,-cl({x}) * Q fo

every xEscltr,/r(A)'

(Sufficiency)LetUbesemi-(y'y')-opensetcontainingA'Letxesclt''''(A

such that Arrso(x)(Y'7,-c1({x}). Since yeU and U is semi-(y,1)-open, then b

Theorem 2.15(0 *.'hu" Un{x}* $ and hence xeU' This implies that scl'"'

(A)cU. Therefore, A is semi-(y,y')-g' closed'

Corollary 3 . 4: Let(X,t) be a topological space and y 
'y/ate 

the operations c

SO(X). Then a subset A of X is semi -y- E' closed if any onlr. I

A n SO (X) , -scl ({x}) = $ for every x e scl, (A) '

Proof : Proof is straight forward if we put y = yl in Theorem 3'3'

Theorem 3.5: Let (X,t) be atopological space and T'l are the operation c

SO(X).IfasubsetAofXissemi-(y,/)-g'closed'thenscl,r,rr(A)-Adoestn'

contain any non empty semi - y,y/ - closed set'

Proof:LetFbeserni-ty,y')-closedsuchthatFcsclir'ro(A)-A'Ther'i

assumption it follows that SCi (r,rr) 
(A) c X-F Hence F c (x - scl rr,v'i 

(A)) n scl t''' \-tr

"t*t;:;;iln :, o. A space (X.t) is said to be a semi - (y,y ) - T i/, space if er c

semi- (y,y') -g. ciosed set of (X't) is somi - (y'y) - closed'

tb-
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'f heorern 3 .7'. Let (X.t) be a topological space and y.y' are the opetation on

SO(X). I'hen ftrr each x e X, {x} is semi - (y,y') -closed or its cirnplement is semi -

(y,,") -e elosed in (X.t).

Proof : Suppose that {x} is not a semi - (y,y') - closed' Then X - {x} is not a

semi - (y,y) - open set. Therefore X is the only semi - (y,y) -open set cotaining X -

{x}. Hence X - {*} is semi - (^t,y') -g. closed set.

'fheorem 3. 8. A space (X,t) is semi - (y,y')- T r/" space if and only if for each

x e X. {x} is a semi -(y,y') -open or semi - (y,/) - closed in (X.t)'

Proof . (Necessity) supposethat, for x e X, {x} is notasemi -(y,/) -closed.

Tlren b-v Theorem 3.7 andassumption X - {*} is semi - (y,y) - closed set and so {x}

is semi - (y,y') - open.

(Sufficiencl) Let A be semi - (y,y') -g. closed set. Then, we claim that

."1 (r,r,, (A)'= A holds. Let x e scl 
,ro,,1 

(A), then by assumption {x} is semi - Q,rt -

open or serni - (y,y') - closed.

Case (i) : Suppose {xi is semi - (y,y') - closed. Then by Theorem 3'5 we

have scl rr,r,r 
(A) - A does not contain {x} Hence ..1 ,r., , (A) c A'

Case (ii) : Suppose {x} is semi - (y,y') - open. Then it follows from

Theorem 2.15 (i)that {x} n A+ $. This impliesthatx e A

I3y case (i) and Case (ii) A is semi - (y,y') - g. closed.

Ilemark 3.9 : If rve put y = y'in Thereom 3.8. then we have (X,t) is

(i) serni - (y,d - T1l^ sPace.

(ii) semi - y - T r/rspace.

(iii) for each x e X. {x} is semi -Y - open or semi -y - closed.

4.Separtion Axioms

l,etX x XbedirectproductofXand A(x)= {(x,x):x e X} the diagonalset

and y,y are the operations defined on SO(X).
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Definition 4.1 : A space (X,z) is said to be a semi - (y,y) - T, space, if for

each (x,r,) e(Xx X) - A (X), there exist semi-open sets U and V contains x and 1'

respectivel)- suclr that U'n V" = 0.

Remark 4.2 . For given two distinct points x and -v, the semi- (y,y') - T.

axiom, requires thatthere exist semi-open sets U, V WS suchthat UYn yt/: q, WYn

S"= 0; x e U, Wandy € V, S.

Detinition 4.3 : Aspace (X,t) is saidto be a semi - (y,y')- T , space if for each

(*,y) e (X x X) - A (X), there exist semi-open sets U and V contains x. and r.

respectively suchthat y ed and x e V/
Definition 4.4 : A space (X,t) is saidto be a semi - (y,y) - To sPace if for

each(x,y) e (X x X) -A (X)there existsemi-opensets UandVsuchthatx E Uanci

y#UroryeVandxc\t/
Remark 4. 5 : For given two distinct points x and y the semi - (y,y) - To axiom

requires that there exists trvo semi-open sets U and V such that one condition of the

following (i), (ii), (iii), (rv) shouid be satisfied.

(i) x e lJ,y e.d,y e Vand x eVI.
(ii) x e lJ,Y 4d,x e V and YeVYl .

(iii) ye IJ,x *I! ,y 
e V and x eVr .

(iv)i e U.r eU'.x e VandyeV'.

Theorem 4.6 : Aspace (X,z) is semi - (y,y) - T, space if and only if for ar.'.

x e X the singleton set {x} is semi - (y,y} - closed set.

Proof : Letx e Xandlety e X- {*}.Thenfor(r,y) e (X x X) -A(X). thc-.

exist serni-open sets U and V contains y and x respectively such that xEUY and ve \
. Similarly for (r,,x) e (X x X) - A (X), there exist semi-open sets W and S contain-'

x and y respectivel-y, such that yeWY and xeSl Therefore, lve ha'..

i,'e U'., Si/ c X -{x}. This implies, X -{*} is semi- (y,y)-open.

Conversely, Let x and -v be tlvo distinct points of X. Then X - {"} is a ser .-

(y.y) -open set containing y and X- {V} is also a semi-(y.y)- open set contahils

---*.
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This implies there exist semi-open sets U and W containing x and semi -open sets V

and S containing y suchthat U'u W' c X -{-v} and V'u SY' c X - {x}. This implies

that ye Ur , xe 51/ and xeVri, ]'eW'// .Therefore, for each (*,y) e (X x X) - A (X) there

exist semi-open sets A and B containing x and y respectively, such that yEC and

xlB'/ . This implies that (X,r) is a semi - (y,y)- T, space.

Theorem 4.7 :

(i) If a space (X,t) is a semi - (y,y)' Tr,then it is semi - (y,y)- T, space'

(ii) If a space (X,t) is a semi - (y,y)- T,,then it is semi '(y,y)- T,,, space'

(iii) If a space (X,t) is a semi - (y,y)- T,,, 
, 
then it is semi - (y,y)- To space'

Proof : (i) The proof is straightward from the Definition 4.1 ar]d 4'3

(ii) Proof is straightward from the Definition 4.3 and Theorem 4.6.

(iii) Let x anci 
-v- 

be two distinct points of X. Then by Theorem 3 .8 {x}

is serni - (y,y') - closed or semi - (y,y/)- open.

Case (i) : if {x} is semi - (y,y/)-open, then there exist semi-open sets U

and V contains x such that Ul u, V1/ g{x} and so ye UY and yefl' .Hence X is

semi - (y,y')- To

Case (ii) : if {x}is semi - (y,y/)- closed, then X - {x} is semi - (y,y')-

open. Therefore there exist sgmi-open sets W and S such that WYu S'/ c X -{x} and

so xgWv and xeSY/. Therefore we have X is semi ' (y,/)- Tospace.

Remark 4.8 : The folloiving examples shorvs that the converse of (i), (ii) and

(iii) of the Theorem 4.7 teed not be true.

(i) LetX = { a.b,c},t = { O, X, {a}, {b}, {a,b}} andy,y' arethe operations

lt tfb{A . f e6t.e
defined on So(X) such that o' = 

1",,.r, no ..,, '' 
= 

\,.;tyar.t, 
respectivell'. Then

(X,t) is a semi - (y,y)-To space butnot a semi - (y,Y)- Tr,space.

(ii)LetX= { a,b,c},t= { O,X, {a}, {b}, {a,b}} andy,y'aretheoperations

| .t if b; A I e -lcl i1 .t-la\

defined on SolX) such that A'=1 . .. . - A' =7 ,,, respectively'
[c/(/rilb.-l [ -a if A=]al
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Then (X,t) is a semi - (y,y')- T,', space but not u t:"'l 
:l'':', ^l^:'1""

(iii)Let"=,"i'"i''=i$'x'ta)'tb)'{a'bl}an'-l1'^laretheoperat.'--

, o, =[ 
'o nn". 'rr = 1,, ""; ..'-:' ',

clefined on SO(X) such thatd -\r,r, ,1ae.i

respectively. Then (X,t) is a semi - (r,rl--T, space but ntrt a semi - (y' r )- T^ sp:;

RemarkO'''it"*Theoremo''*i*t",ark4Ertehaveil"fslls1tr::
diagram imPlicadons :

Semi - (f,y')-Tr.+ semi-(Y'y')-T' # semi - (y'fl- T'-' r.-semr-(y'i )-T

Where R-+g denotes A implies B and 4-"rB denotes A does not rnrphes
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